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As William Shakespeare famously 

wrote in As You Like It, “All the world’s 

a stage...” Yet, there is no one-size-

fits-all design to accommodate all 

the world’s staging needs. In fact, 

flexibility as well as multi-functionality  

have never been more in demand. 

SHOW CHOIR 

SUCCESS  
RESTS UPON 

STAGING
MAXIMIZING STAGING  

FLEXIBILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY
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Staging Success continued

Every venue, every group, and every 
production has its own set of criteria and 
needs. And, when it comes to show choirs, 
success literally rests upon the staging used 
to display the groups’ talents. 

My brother participated in show choir, so I 
grew up observing the staging demands that 
performing and production requires. 

Stability and strength are critical, but porta-
bility and user-friendly convenience are also 
essential. Following are four trends that I’ve 
seen bring increased flexibility and function-
ality to the performing arts arena.

 

Modular Design
Staging—both permanent and portable—is 
becoming increasingly modular. Whether 
you’re looking to maximize the usability of an 
in-house space or facilitate ease and versatility 
for touring, flexible staging design is critical. 

Portable platforms historically used for 
temporary staging are increasingly being 
incorporated into permanent staging solutions 
to accommodate varying performance needs 
for theaters.

Case in point, my team has just completed 
a modular stage design for the Museum of 
Modern Art (MOMA) in New York City. We 

TOP NOTCH SHOW CHOIRS NEED 
TOP NOTCH ARRANGEMENTS
Music Arrangement Services, Inc. has nearly 2,000 fully  
detailed scores to ensure your show choir is top notch!
Since 2016, 101 Grand Champions/First Place Winners and  
115 Second Place Winners performed an arrangement by  
Music Arrangement Services, Inc.

Original Arrangements

Always Licensed

Adjudication

Workshops  

jeff@showchoirmusic.com    615-491-2187

FOR A LIST OF EXISTING TITLES, PLEASE VISIT 

www.showchoirmusic.com 
and click “Arrangements”

It all begins with a song…

and NOW,  
EXISTING  

ARRANGEMENTS 
ARE ONLY 

$149
*

*Does not include licensing or edits.
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created staging for a new studio theater 
space that allows for 12 different configura-
tions—ranging from proscenium and thrust to 
in-the-round—all using the same platforms and 
riser components.

Another high-profile example of a modular 
stage design is the Theater School at DePaul 
University in Chicago. This performing arts 
building houses the Fullerton Stage, a 
250-seat thrust theater, as well as the Sondra 
& Denis Healy Theater, a 100-seat flexible 
black box theater. 

To maximize usability of the larger space, 
we customized a state-of-the-art stage trap 
that encompassed adjustable beams and a 
column support structure to allow for varying 
elevations of platforms and configurations. 

This flexibility allows for student designers 
to have more options for creating levels within 
the scenic elements on stage.

On a general level, flexible staging facil-
itates functionality by allowing a space to 
accommodate a variety of needs and activities. 

Many colleges and high schools are 
moving toward black box type theaters with 
modular staging that can quickly and easily 
convert the space from a classroom to a 
performance space.

 For instance, space can be used as a 
dance studio by day and transformed to 
be used as a theatrical performance venue 
by night.

The same goes for modular platforms. 
They can be used in a choir room for daily 
rehearsals and then easily moved to an 
auditorium or gymnasium for performances. 

This flexibility also enhances portability 
which, for show choirs, is essential because 
these groups tend to travel and tour with their 
own risers and staging equipment. Stability 
and consistency are crucial for traveling 
shows to ensure the surface and structure is 
no surprise to the performers. 

Show choirs also perform both indoors 
and outside, so weather-resistant and durable 
staging solutions are considered. Furthermore, 
many competitions include the time used to 
put up and take down sets part of the overall 
score, so staging needs to be fast, easy, and 
intuitive.

 

Increased Riser Heights
Staging plays a critical role in ensuring the 
visibility of all performers. For show choirs, this 
is especially important to allow every single 
member to be seen and evaluated. 

With that in mind, it’s no surprise that there 
has been an increase in demand for choral 
risers with multiple levels and varying heights. 
While practical in theory, however, these new 
heights can present challenges.

We are currently working on a project for a 
high school in Arkansas with a 48’ x 20’ stage. 
They came to us with a request for staging with 
risers in three heights (8”, 16” and 24”), each 
with an accessible ramp.

 What they hadn’t considered was the 
fact that as the risers get higher the acces-
sible ramps must become longer to maintain 
building codes. 

Based on their original concept, the ramps 
required would have extended well into their 
permanent seating. Keeping in mind their initial 
vision and the parameters of the space, our 
team provided a number of alternate design 
scenarios for the school and we are in the 
process of executing one of those scenarios.

 

Reconfigurable Seating
Reconfigurable or flexible seating is a big trend 
right now with auxiliary spaces like black box 
theaters. It creates the ability to manipulate 
audience configurations and sight lines, and 
also enhances usability and profitability by 
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Staging Success continued

enabling a space to accommodate different 
audiences and events while the main stage 
is not being used.

A core component of these versatile 
systems is telescopic seating risers. These 
seating risers are designed for use during 
performances and then retracted for events 
that do not require tiered seating. 

Telescopic risers provide many benefits 
including efficiency, reliability, and conve-
nience, even with a limited staff managing 
the transitions. 

For the previously mentioned Healy 
Theater at DePaul University, we designed a 
flexible seating riser and mezzanine system 
that could be rearranged into eight different 
configurations. The equipment and compo-
nents are portable and flexible enough for 
designers to create unique environments and 
one-of-a-kind audience experiences for every 
production.

Similarly, when Lookingglass Theater 
Company opened its new home to the Water 
Tower Water Works Building on Michigan 
Avenue in downtown Chicago, our team 
employed our most flexible equipment for the 
theater’s two seating areas: the main floor and 
the balcony. 

breezetunes.com    garrett@breezetunes.com

we offer:

■  New Custom Arrangements

■  Previously Arranged Titles

■  Rehearsal Clinics

■  Video Critiques

■  Tracks Made With Studio Musicians

■  Adjudication at Competitions

show choir arrangements

Breeze Tunes Productions specializes 

in creating high-quality, competitive 

arrangements tailored to fi t your choir’s 

show design, skill level, and budget!
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The main floor required a seating riser 
that could have multiple configurations, and 
the balcony is removable and designed to be 
manipulated into various arrangements.

 

Custom Acoustical Shells
Just like reconfigurable seating, requests 
for custom acoustical shells are also on the 
rise. Acoustical shell systems, comprised 
of portable towers and flyable ceiling rows, 
help to create vibrant sounds on stage for the 
performers and reflect those sounds into the 
audience for optimal hearing. 

They are designed for easy transport 
and assembly and available in a wide array 
of high-pressure laminates and veneers to 
provide a dynamic aesthetic touch.

Earlier this year, we installed an elaborate 
acoustical shell system in the performance 
venue at Southwest Christian High School 
in Chaska, MN. To comply with spacing 
restrictions within the auditorium, we custom 
designed a specialized system using two 
ceiling rows and nine towers. 

Not only does the shell system fit perfectly 
within the theater’s available space, its 
user-friendly design makes it easy for students 
and staff to maneuver.

For all staging equipment needs, safety 
of the performers and audience is of the 
utmost importance. No matter if the solution 
is a custom design or a product off the shelf, 
durable and structurally reliant components 
are essential. 

To find the right solution for your needs, 
seek out staging suppliers and manufacturers 
that understand and are aware of load capac-
ities, lateral stabilities, and building codes.

 Look for a partner that has designers and 
engineers with backgrounds working in the 
performing arts, who speak the language, 
and can bring practical and behind-the-
scenes experience and expert insight to the 
work they do.

Work together to anticipate all the different 
potential staging and seating needs your 
space or group may require upfront. If you 

have an idea, don’t feel restricted by space or 
equipment limitations. 

With all of the flexible and customizable 
options available today, you can absolutely 
achieve your vision and deliver produc-
tions—“as you like it!”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Anthony Courtright is a 

Project Manager with Minneapolis-based Staging 

Concepts (www.stagingconcepts.com). Since 1990, 

Staging Concepts has provided the most advanced, 

modular, custom staging solutions for all types of 

venues, including performing arts spaces, sports 

facilities, worship venues, hospitality settings and 

special events. To reach Anthony, email acourtright@

stagingconcepts.com or call 763.533.2094.

For all staging equipment needs, safety of the performers and audience is 

of the utmost importance. No matter if the solution is a custom design or a 

product off the shelf, durable and structurally reliant components are essential. 

STAGING · ACOUSTICS · RIGGING · ·
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by Cassidy Clevenger

Music education is said to promote personal 

growth, deepen self-knowledge, and generally 

bring more joy to its students. Furthermore, 

music education shares all the same goals 

as any other scholastic discipline; the aim is 

to help students find their personalities and 

understand their place in society.

HOW SHOW CHOIR FUNDRAISING  
HELPS SHAPE STUDENTS

RAISING 
MONEY 

& Young Professionals
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Raising Money continued

Chorus America found that many adults who 
grew up singing as adolescents and teenagers 
now credit their time in choir for their positive 
social and professional interactions, their 
creativity, their discipline, and their ability to 
listen and follow in the workplace. 

Most choral and show choir directors have 
an unshakable commitment to their students’ 
overall well-being and long-term success, both 
on and off stage. 

As directors and educators, while there is an 
understood desire to put on a good show, the 
overarching goal is to help raise self-motivated, 
self-assured, and well-rounded young adults 
who can thrive once outside of school. 

In addition to practice, performance, and 
competition, fundraising can also serve as a 
fundamental learning experience for show choir 
students. 

 

A Sociological Look at the 
Business of Show Choir 
According to researchers Isaac Smith and Warner 
Woodworth, when students undertake entrepre-
neurship projects—such as fundraising—they 
gain a sense of both identity and self-efficacy 
in regard to their role in society. Photo courtesy Mars Hill Bible School

Special Events or Travel Competitions
Spirit Packs & Group Booster Items
Commemorative Recognition

www.allaboutadvertisingllc.com  .  205-563-1750

Your one place 
for all your group’s 
promotional needs!

www.coffieldcollection.com  |  317-973-5828

Offering our  
MOST LOVED 

classic dresses 
with matching  

high-waist dance  
briefs for your singers; 

ready-to-wear and 
shipped free of charge in 

prepacked bundles 
at unbelievable prices.

To see what’s NEW visit  
www.coffieldcollection.com 

now to discover how 
costuming your high 

school, middle school 
and girl’s group choirs 

is easier and faster 
than ever!

Call today for customized options available.
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Now, before we go too much further, 

let’s explore a couple of sociological and 

business models: within the context of 

social identity theory, people form their 

social identities based on their roles in their 

society; these identities, in-turn, affect how 

we view ourselves, think, feel, and behave 

in groups.

Similarly, self-categorization theory plays 

off this school of thought, and presumes that 

someone’s sense of self is based largely 

on a sense of a shared destiny with the 

other members of the groups and a mutual 

vested interest in both current and future 

successes. 

This is what makes humans endlessly 

fascinating: we are all individuals, but we 

also function as a larger group. Then, the 

roles we play in groups therefore, impacts 

us at the individual level; our identity is 

not just our own, but our group’s, and vice 

versa. Wild, right?

In short, in order for someone to be a 

good team player, they must feel competent 

in their personal abilities first. This is where 

fundraising initiatives can capitalize on the 

social skills show choir imprints on students.  Photo courtesy Evolution 2013

Private Label Specialty  
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www.stageaccents.com
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Beautiful Flowers
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Raising Money continued

Work as a Group:  
Succeed as an Individual 
To put these concepts in the context of show choir 
fundraising, there are some key components to 
making students passionate about their fundraising.

Smith and Woodworth believe it is important for 
students to feel a sense of identity in their entrepre-
neurship endeavors, and feel as though the group 
shares the same desires, feelings, and drives for the 
success of the project. 

Additionally, students should be actively involved, 
both in the creation and the engagements of the 
project; a high level of involvement gives the students 
a greater understanding of all the ins-and-outs of the 
operation, strengthens their moral values, and refines 
their problem solving skills

This involvement will ultimately help the students to 
gain confidence in their abilities to perform a multitude 
of different tasks in and outside of show choir. 

Preparing Show Choir 
Students for Careers
 In the article, “Fostering Entrepreneurship and 
Building Entrepreneurial Self-efficacy in Primary and 
Secondary Education,” the researchers studied the 
impacts of starting entrepreneurship projects early, 
such as high school. In America’s current economy, Photo courtesy Ball State
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many employers are looking for people who have an 
“entrepreneurial drive” as well as the initiative and 
determination to utilize their creative skills. 

When students take on group-based, self- 
initiated projects, they learn skills such as leadership, 
adaptability, perseverance, and financial literacy. 

When students expand on these traits, in 
addition to feeling more capable and confident, they 
are also making themselves more competitive for 
future college admissions and job applications in 
virtually any career they choose. 

Entrepreneurship and 
Academic Performance
Those students who learn entrepreneurship skills 
early in life tend to perform more positively academ-
ically, be more motivated in their performance, 
develop better social skills, and render a more poignant 
grasp of their personal interests and future goals. 

According to the same article, in secondary 
education, this early exposure was shown to be 
especially beneficial for female and minority 
students, because it allowed them an opportunity 
to clarify their sense of self-efficacy.

This confidence gave them the courage to 
pursue later career options they may not have previ-
ously considered. Photo by Kari Shea

Professionally produced rehearsal tracks
for every chart!  

Dozens of brand new arrangements
every year! 

Several complete show packages available
at a 10% discount!

Can’t fi nd a song that’s right for your show? Contact 
us to see if we can license and add your desired title to 
our catalog—or have a custom-written original song 
created just for your group!  

We accept credit cards as well as purchase orders, 
so don’t miss a beat—order, download, and start
rehearsing your music in minutes!

HIGH QUALITY
SHOW CHOIR
ARRANGEMENTS
ShowChoirStock.com — the only website
that sells nothing but show choir arrangements 
you can purchase and use immediately!

We sell high quality stock arrangements at affordable prices that 
DON’T need any further licensing! That’s right—you’ll never have to 
go through the extra hassle and expense of using a third party company
in order to perform the music you buy from ShowChoirStock.com.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Cassidy Clevenger is a  

Samford University alum. She is currently in graduate 

school at Samford in the MSW program, while working 

as a staff writer.

Raising Money continued

Letting Students be Front and Center
In summation, fundraising is something that is 
simply par for the course in the show choir world; 
luckily, it can also be an incredible experience for 
students to gain invaluable skills that can impact 
the entire trajectory of their future careers. 

Though that may sound a touch dramatic, 
there is a wealth of research out there showing 
the long-lasting impact entrepreneurship 
projects—such as fundraising—has on students’ 
self-perceptions and team-building abilities. 

As fundraising seasons roll around, directors 
may want to consider letting the students take the 
reins, and develop a plan of action for how they 
want to support the program. 

When students are allowed to play the lead 
on projects they are passionate about, in addition 
to doing something constructive for the program, 
they are also learning the requirements for 
achievement and gaining vital, personal insight.

Photo courtesy The Singing Hoosiers
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